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 x// Should have a good discussion about it during the next God Eaters stream. I think everybody gets more happier with it each
time we have one. //Thanks for the donation of the USB soundcard + the remote it was really cool, and i had to get it from my

PS3...// Game won't change a lot considering the release of the 2.00 update(hopefully will) but it will bring us some new
features. Besides, I think the game will be localized in the next and I also hope we can hear one of the English voice actors for at
least one of the characters. //PSP I use from the beginning// How about a budget port? maybe i'm talking out of my ass here, but

i would like to see a PS3 version, even though it might be more expensive then what they had initially. I think a lot of people
have PS3s. It's possible, I actually like the idea of a PS3 port since I doubt that it will be on the PSP so I might buy a PS3 if it's
done right. Though for now, I'm more interested to hear it's getting localized in English so I can buy it even though I don't speak
it. I just think the future of this game series is bright, especially since it's been announced for the PSP. I don't know how many
times I've had friends, even more so now, say "I don't like the Gods..." and for that matter, I don't understand it. I like to see the

series get popular and on the PSP is where I think it's got the best shot. I was thinking the same thing about the future of the
series. I wonder if it's going to stay the same, that it's not just gonna end soon. I just think the future of this game series is

bright, especially since it's been announced for the PSP. I don't know how many times I've had friends, even more so now, say "I
don't like the Gods..." and for 82157476af
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